
                                                                                    

Lesson 10 Progressions

Class Structure:      10m Warm-up / 15m Conditioning / 35m Sequencing and Dance / 5m Stretch
Conditioning Notes:

Pulling Taffy
Strength Focus:  Building grip strength.  Gradually introduces the hands maintaining the body's weight as as the weight is shifted off center 

from the feet.  Introduce wrist wraps to assist those that struggle to maintain their grip throughout the exercise. 

Shoulder Shrugs

Strength Focus:  Feeling scapula movement and proper shoulder position while hanging from long arms.  Students should keep toes on 

the ground in a seated position during this exercise.  Movement should be small with no flexion in the elbow.  *Note: Do NOT cue shoulders down 

and back!*

Long Arm Lifted Hang
Strength Focus:  Coordinating grip, shoulder, and abdominal engagement.  After completing shrugs, find the appropriate shoulder 

engagement.  Do leg marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.

Bent Arm Lifted Hang
Strength Focus:  Building bicep endurance to take on full body weight.  Do leg marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.  For 

bent arms, having the shoulders down and back is an appropriate engagement while holding the position.

Rows
Strength Focus:  Building stregth while transitioning from bent to long arm positions.  Wrap the hands from kneeling to make it easier, 

wrap from sitting to provide a better challenge.

Climbs & Descents

Crochet Climb

Learning Focus:  Getting the hand reach and hip lift high to make into a climb.  The knot and wrist lock drills should have prepared the 

student for the timing and engagement that needs to happen.  In order for this to become a climb, the body needs to see-saw up with the 

shoulders lifting high as the hands reach and the hips lifting high as the leg crochets.

Elevator Descent with Leg Wraps

Learning Focus:  Maintaining grip and shoulder position as the legs manipulate the tails.  After descending and getting about a 12-18 

inches from the floor, reach the hands straight up to hold each pole of the fabric and bring the shoulders out.  Release the feet and see if the 

students can wrap each leg on its own individual tail.  Try to do one leg, then unwrap and try the next.

Floating

Egg Beaters

Learning Focus:  Maintaining grip and shoulder position as the legs manipulate the tails to get at least two wraps.  To do both legs 

simultaneously, ensure the legs are externally rotating from the hips as the feet come together but closing as the feet pass through the center of 

the tails.  Have students try one leg at a time, both together, and both together at alternating wraps.

Single Foot Lock  

Aerial Foot Lock

Learning Focus:  Maintaining upper body engagement as the legs wrap the foot lock.  Holding the fabric with one leg wrapped, sit back into 

an L-Position.  Take the free leg off the top and maintail the arm, abdominal, and hip flexor engagement until the feet can finish wrapping the foot 

lock in the air.

Susan & Beginning Clothesline

Learning Focus:  Knee hook and hand grip pairings for different shapes and stability.  Standing in a foot lock, take the free leg through the 

center and lift to hook it on the same side pole.  This will be a slightly internally rotated knee hook.  From here releasing a hand will take you into 

two different shapes.  If you release the same side hand as the knee hook, this will take you into a Susan.  This is a contralateral body pattern that 

is stable and accessible for most aerialists.  If you release the opposite hand as the knee hook leg, this will take you to a beginner clothesline.  Be 

sure to engage the glutes and push the hips forward, opening wide like a barn door.  This is a little harder to exit as the aerialist must be able to 

reach the released pole to safely exit.

Fulcrum Split

Learning Focus: Shifting the weight backwards to find a balance position in the hands.  Standing in a foot lock, take the free leg through the 

center and passe the free leg.  Slide the hands to hold the poles of the fabric around the hips.  Lean the head backwards and continue to lift the 

free knee up to help counter balance the body weight.  When fully extended backward, all the weight should be in the hands and the poles running 

to the foot lock should be slightly loose.  The forward knee can extend into a split or stay in a stag position.

Peter Pan Sit

Learning Focus:  Finding a sitting position with a shoulder and a hip block.  Find the Ladylike position in a footlock, while keeping the hips 

extended, bend the foot lock heel towards the glutes to slowly slide into a sitting position.  The bent knee should be pointing at the floor and there 

should be no crease in the hips.  

Phoenix Sit

Learning Focus:  Find a sitting position with no hip block.  From a single foot lock, separate the fabrics and take the free leg through the 

center of the poles.  With the fabric on the outside of the thighs, sit down onto the foot lock.  Lean to each side and scoop up the tail over an arm.  

Fan out to have dramatic moment!
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